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Looking Forward

The AirPlus balance sheet shows positive
results not just in terms of economic
indicators. Commitment in the areas of
corporate and environmental responsibility
withstands critical review.

Dear Reader,
For years, AirPlus has shown dynamic development in both
our core business and in new business sectors. The bottom
line is this: For us, successful business goes hand-in-hand
with responsibility for the community and the environment.
In recent years, AirPlus has made significant positive developments in these areas. We are convinced that socially
responsible corporate commitment on the part of businesses
is necessary to achieve lasting economic growth in their
markets. This approach applies to both thoughts and actions
locally and globally, and affects us internally and outside
of the company.

products and solutions offer our clients a sustainability
guarantee for their own corporate activity. As one of
the leading international companies in business travel
management, AirPlus is connected to clients around
the world, with whom we strive to cooperate, in order
to make an active contribution to sustainability.
This brochure gives an overview of the social and
environmental activities, both on a large and small
scale, in which AirPlus is involved — I hope you enjoy
reading it.

Making an active contribution to community development
and environmental protection is our highest priority. Our
commitment goes far beyond compliance with legal regulations, and significantly shapes the way we retain and
support our employees, cooperation partners and suppliers
in our locations around the world. Only by doing so, our

Patrick W. Diemer
Chairman of the Executive Board
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Our Business. Providing the growing travel
management market with value-added
solutions through high quality products.
Company profile:
our mission & vision

Our market: travel management
The business travel segment is a globally growing market.
According to our international Travel Management Study,
33 percent of Travel Managers worldwide expect an increase
in the number of business trips. Regionally speaking, 53
percent of Travel Managers from the Americas support
this statement whereas in Europe only 27 percent believe
business trips will increase (source: iTMS 2016).

Our goal is defined and clearly formulated:
We are building the leader in business travel
payment.
The increasing globalization of companies, along with
the interconnectedness of economic relationships
across borders and continents results in a growing
need for business travel over the long term. However,
this need for mobility is not just growing quantitatively,
nor is it limited only to common carriers. More and
more, the market is showing a steep increase in the
demand for qualitatively valuable solutions that
optimize travel-related costs and processes, as well
as provide the aspect of convenience for the user.

The core trends in the business travel market can be
described as follows:
Duty of care: Travel Managers perceive business.travelers.
as having a significant amount of risk when on business .
trips. Terror threats (26 %), local crime (19 %) and strikes .
(17 %) are considered to be the top risks. Due to these
risks, companies are placing more importance on “duty .
of care” (safety) for example with comprehensive travel .
insurance or 24 hour emergency services.

The number of businesses in the AirPlus core markets
is growing. These businesses demand additional
values, like sophisticated management and market
information systems, in addition to the processing
of travel services on the basis of an optimized cost
structure.
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Alternate payment options: Nearly half of all business
travelers globally would be ready to consider payment
offers from new players, such as Apple, Google Pay
or Paypal whereas Travel Managers are much more
cautious — only 19 % would consider such alternatives.

Client feedback shows each year, that all branches are
highly committed to providing positively evaluated contributions to customer satisfaction. Yet, there are always
excellent opportunities for continued improvement of
our services.

More business travel data usage: The usage of business .
travel data goes beyond pure cost control. Negotiations .
with suppliers, compliance control or forecasting (predictive analytics) are becoming more and more important.

In the scope of customer service, AirPlus has a clear
commitment to its customers. Guidelines are established
within a customer service philosophy and are regularly
reviewed on the basis of defined factors. All employees
give our clients the highest priority in their activities.

Source: iTMS 2016
A transparent feedback system for all employees
is used to document client feedback, complaints,
and the resulting actions for problem resolution.

Valuing our customers
Our clients’ interests and needs are at the center of our
thinking and actions at AirPlus. The strength of the AirPlus
brand, as well as the economic success of the company,
depend on their satisfaction. Each year, AirPlus conducts
a large-scale, in-depth survey within our core markets,
asking customers about their level of satisfaction in
regards to the individual AirPlus products, sales support,
and customer service.
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Our products and solutions
AirPlus has received several international industry
awards, including the Business Travel Award for
‘Best corporate card provider’
‘Service-Champion 2016’
‘Best Recruiters Bronze by Career 2016/2017’

AirPlus International is a leading provider in the travel
management sector for businesses. The company offers
comprehensive solutions for large corporations, mid-sized
enterprises and small companies.

Other prizes and awards are further evidence of AirPlus’
outstanding customer service. In short, the opinion of our
clients means more to us than anything else, consistently
and without compromise.

Our strategy
Three defined strategic directions:
The AirPlus Company Account is the core product for
professional travel management: almost 49,000 customers
already use this settlement account in more than 60
countries. In addition to the AirPlus Corporate Cards
provided for business travelers, the AirPlus Information
Manager analysis tool offers companies a global payment,
processing, and analysis solution.

Process-oriented organization
Growing within BTM
MasterPlan: building a new company IT infrastructure
These were defined with the aid of ‘Key Performance
Indicators’. AirPlus has introduced various initiatives
which allow AirPlus to progress with its strategic directions.
Using KPIs AirPlus can monitor the implementation of
these initiatives. Additionally, AirPlus implements
functional strategies that form the cornerstones for
marketing, sales, IT, production, personnel and finance.
We communicate our visions, strategies and objectives
across the company, ensuring all our employees are
familiar with them.
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Our partners

Our suppliers

A strong network of partners is an important foundation
for AirPlus to be able to offer global services to our clients.

AirPlus works to add value in many sectors together with
external partners. In doing so, the company pays attention
to transparency and traceability even when selecting
partners. Our relationships with our partners are characterized by fairness and honesty. In awarding contracts,
AirPlus adheres to purchasing guidelines. All employees
who make purchasing decisions are required to follow
these guidelines.

The core group of partners traditionally includes the
airlines with whom AirPlus cooperates closely. In addition
to Lufthansa and Swiss, airlines such as United Airlines,
Singapore Airlines and Air China are also among our
partners.
Innovative technologies form the backbone of modern
service solutions, so AirPlus is proud to have partners
like Microsoft, SAP and Oracle on its side. As a leading
provider of travel management solutions, the company
cooperates successfully with industry partners worldwide
like Amadeus, Galileo, Carlson Wagonlit, Deutsche Bahn
and Sixt.

Corporate governance
Structure of the company
AirPlus has a divisional, market-oriented structure comprising of twelve divisions. The headquarters are located
in Neu-Isenburg, near the European metropolis of Frankfurt,
Germany. AirPlus focuses its international business on
twelve core markets, including the United Kingdom, the
United States, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Italy, France
and China.

Partnering with banks in international markets is an
integral component of the AirPlus philosophy. Our bank
partner products, embedded into the AirPlus product suite,
are designed to meet local and global requirements of our
multinational customer base. The international partners
include (among others) ING, United Overseas Bank,
Nordea, China Merchants Bank, UBS, Santander and
BNP Paribas.

Stockholder
Lufthansa Commercial Holding GmbH
Management
The corporation is managed by two directors,
Patrick W. Diemer (Chairman of the Executive Board)
and Roland Kern.

Cooperation decisions are made with the help of an
Alliance Balanced Scorecard. The scorecard determines
standards with regard to quality and business activities.
A continuous exchange is a necessary component of any
cooperation and guarantees that the best offer will be
found for joint clients.
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Board of directors
The AirPlus Board of Directors includes representatives from
the business side as well as employee representatives.

Chairman
Ulrik Svensson

Deutsche Lufthansa AG

Deputy Chairmen
Axel Tillmann

Deutsche Lufthansa AG

Heike Birlenbach

Deutsche Lufthansa AG

Constanze Hufenbecher

Lufthansa Technik AG

Martin Steuernagel

Deutsche Lufthansa AG

Frank Hülsmann

Delvag Luftfahrtversicherungs-AG

Claude Walter

AirPlus Employee Representative

Tilo Knierim

AirPlus Employee Representative

Torsten Spreu

AirPlus Employee Representative

Committees
In addition to the Management Board of AirPlus, there is the
Executive Committee, to which the Managing Directors and
Executive Directors of the twelve divisions report. This
committee meets once a month and makes all strategic
decisions for the company.
Supervision
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin)
Graurheindorfer Straße 108
53117 Bonn
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At AirPlus, quality assurance is
multi-faceted. Aspects of quality assurance
extend across all relevant processes of the
company and encompass all sectors.

Compliance
AirPlus has a dedicated compliance officer who focuses on
compliance with the regulations set down by the German
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority. Particular emphasis
is placed on the regulations according to laws against
money laundering and supervisory registrations. For
example, regarding the laws against money laundering, an
important component is providing information and training
to employees in how to recognize money laundering and the
monitoring and reporting of suspicious transactions.

Protecting value with corporate
governance
At AirPlus, quality assurance is important and multifaceted. Aspects of quality assurance extend across all
relevant processes of the company and encompass all
sectors. The goal is unified assurance of quality standards
with regard to the needs of the clients and partners, as
well as the products and processes within the company.
To ensure mindfulness across the organization, quality
management coordinators are employed at AirPlus
in all sectors of the company. This is in addition to the
Quality Management Commissioners. Compliance with
quality management is assured through regular internal
audits.

Compliance management is also responsible for all
areas related to competition and anti-trust regulations
for AirPlus.
To this end, the company cooperates extensively with
Lufthansa, with corresponding trainings for employees
and executives being offered. AirPlus employees are also
asked to use the anti-corruption registration of the airline
and offers from other related institutions and persons,
including an independent external ombudsman, if necessary.

AirPlus underscores its high standards with
ISO 9001:2008 certification
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Privacy protection
As a financial services provider under the terms of the KWG
(German Banking Act) and the German Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority, AirPlus is subject to particularly strict
requirements for maintaining security standards, most
importantly the German Data Protection Act, EU privacy
Protection Guidelines and requirements from MasterCard
and VISA. The company is aware of the sensitivity of protecting the privacy of customers as well as employees and,
in order to meet these high standards, has implemented a
coordinated system of training programs, clear regulations,
standards and instructions, as well as audits.

In the credit card business, the challenges of guarding
against fraud are constantly growing. When it comes to
prevention, it is always best to stay a step ahead with
security solutions against organized crime.

Employees take part in regular training sessions which
include web-based training and e-learning. In this process,
AirPlus also has access to the expertise of the shareholder
Lufthansa. The legal background is explained in detail, and
practical examples offer concrete applications. Participation
is documented.

In addition, there are operational emergency plans, which
ensure the continuity of the AirPlus business. These are
regularly tested to ensure they remain current and serve
their purpose.

The AirPlus Risk Map outline the different risk categories.
This tool provides management personnel — particularly
those responsible for risk — with transparency and
information about the various risk parameters and the
implemented preventive measures. Management receives
regular reports about the risk situation from the Risk
Board.

The Privacy Protection Commissioner, who reports directly
to the Chairman of the Executive Board, ensures the implementation of, and compliance with, privacy protection.

AirPlus is aware of the
sensitivity of protecting
the privacy of clients as
well as employees.

Risk management
At AirPlus, risk management focuses both on operational
variables as well as financial and economic risks.
The economic risks of many AirPlus products are extensively
reviewed when contracts are entered into and are monitored
further during the contractual relationship. Through this
process, the evaluation of both company and personal
risks associated with the corporate cards are constantly
scrutinized. The AirPlus proficiency in risk management is
so impressive that our partners often become our clients.
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Social Responsibility. Satisfying
employee needs with customized
working models and support options.

Training and continuing education

AirPlus Academy
Employee experts train employees. Continuing education
at AirPlus is an important component of new employee
orientation, technical training, knowledge refreshment, and
increased depth of knowledge. The spectrum of content
covers products, processes, services and client information.
AirPlus also offers their employees an eLearning catalogue
with a wide range of interesting topics to extend their
professional knowledge on the job.

Apprenticeship
Employee apprenticeship is a core component of AirPlus‘
human resources management. A program initiated in
1998 makes it possible for trainees to achieve a level of
entry to the company that is both comprehensive and
details-oriented. AirPlus provides education targeted at
the concrete needs of the trainee and their main focus.
AirPlus also offers young people a broad range of
apprenticeship positions.

Initial training
New employees undergo an extensive training period to
assure they assimilate into their new positions as quickly
and easily as possible. AirPlus also provides personally
assigned coaches and programs such as ‘Starter Day’,
‘AirPlus Induction Week’, and ‘AirPlus Discovery’ to educate
new employees on the fundamentals. Other programs
are focused toward experienced employees, providing
them with a range from basic to specialized programs.
All information about personal development programs are
published in the Intranet. Qualified and trained employees
are a significant competitive advantage for AirPlus.

Currently, more than 10 young people are being trained
at AirPlus. AirPlus also offers continuing apprenticeships
and dual studies that are integrated into our operations:
Industrial Business
Applied Computer Science
Business Information Systems
Industrial Management Assistant
Chef
We were honored by Industrie & Handelskammer
Offenbach (IHK) in 2016 for our outstanding
apprenticeship engagement.

Internal seminars and individual trainings
AirPlus employees are offered a targeted selection of
ongoing seminars in all fields and topics. These expand
on the introductory trainings offered and are tailored to
the individual work-related needs of the employee. There
are also programs relevant to the needs of only a small
number of employees. These programs are subject to
demand.

Student interns
An internship at AirPlus, whether on a voluntary basis or
as a required internship during a course of study, is a good
way for students to become acquainted with the company,
and vice versa. The internship can be the foundation for
an informed decision to enter working life once studies are
completed. Interns are compensated fairly according to
their work duties and level of studies. AirPlus continues to
facilitate relevant diploma theses in coordination with
the university faculty.
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Continuing education on the job
Many educational opportunities cannot be learned or
experienced in a typical classroom atmosphere, therefore
AirPlus offers employees the opportunity for practiceoriented learning in the workplace, in the form of international or traditional ‘job enrichment’ or ‘job rotation’
positions. Temporary project assignments are also offered,
as well as ‘crosstrainings’ to give an insight into the work
of other colleagues or team members.

particularly in the context of a demographic shift in the
companies in the industry. In addition, current and future
employees expect flexible work models that correspond to
changes in their personal and work environments, therefore
it is important that, work models emerge that best meet
these expectations.
AirPlus already offers various forms of part-time options
with 22 percent of its workforce working part-time, and
this number is continuing to rise. These are coupled with
the opportunity to work occasionally from home. AirPlus
employees also have the option to take an individually
arranged time-out from work by accumulating salary and
working hours. This can be used for travel, private obligations, or even for professional education and qualifications.

Continuing education off the job
Employees with potential for advancement can benefit
from two additional training programs. One of these is
GROW, an internal development program for employees
with potential for further development.
The 15-month program has three key focuses:

Flexible working time
In the course of making work schedules more flexible,
traditional elements like a core schedule have already
been implemented and flextime increased. The result
is a significant development in the flexibility of the working
day at AirPlus. This gives employees the opportunity for
more personal freedom during the day and their working
week.

Personal Growth
Strategic Thinking
Project & Process Management
In summary, the program provides a platform for personal
and professional development and offers the chance for
increased visibility within the company.

For important family events, relocation, or other special
situations, employees are entitled to additional leave days.

Flexible work models
AirPlus has set a goal of becoming a preferred employer
for highly qualified and motivated employees. This effort
is driven by the knowledge that in the AirPlus markets,
there is increasing competition for the best employees,
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Family-friendly workplace
In today’s world, balancing work and family is an important
economical and political requirement. Working models are
needed in which mothers, and increasingly fathers as well,
can balance their professional development with the time
needed for contemporary family life. AirPlus is working on
improving these situations in addition to the options created
by legislation such as childcare compensation and flexible
part-time work.

Contact Maintenance Program
In order for parents not to lose contact with the company,
the employee organization has developed a contact
maintenance program. This includes regular deliveries
of information about changes at AirPlus, which are sent
in an internal monthly newsletter along with the corporate
employee newspaper ‘ONE.’ In addition, there is the
opportunity to participate in AirPlus Academies.

Childcare
AirPlus supports its employees in their search for appropriate
childcare. They can use the agency at the parents’ center
in Neu-Isenberg free of charge, AirPlus pays the agency
fee. In case of emergency, such as if a childcare provider
is ill or the nursery school is closed, children of employees
have access to Fluggi-Land, the emergency childcare service
of the Lufthansa Group, located at Frankfurt Airport.

Another important aspect that will be given more and more
weight in the future is the support of relatives needing care
during working hours. AirPlus and Lufthansa are offering
an Elderly Care program in cooperation with the partner
‘Familienservice’ to provide this support.
Social counseling is also available to Lufthansa employees
when difficult situations arise requiring help and advice.

Parent-Child Office
At the end of 2015 AirPlus established a ‘Parent-Child
Office’. This room is equipped with a working station as
well as a play corner and an area for the child to sleep.
In the event the childcare is closed or the nanny is sick,
employees are able to book this office and bring their
child with them to work.
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Human rights

Diversity and acceptance

AirPlus explicitly adheres to human rights set down by the
UN Global Compact principles, the ILO norms, the OECD
guidelines and by the universal declaration of human
rights. Regulations which are self-evident in Germany
might not be followed in other countries.

Globalization means international connections in all aspects
of life, including the economy, politics and communication.
Globalization also places greater significance on characteristics like diversity and difference for individuals and for
companies. The corporate environment is becoming more
diverse than ever.

AirPlus tries to set an example by establishing the same
rights for all employees across the world. We guarantee
the rights to freedom of association and to collective
bargaining, the right to social security, the right to work,
to free choice of occupation, to just and favorable working
conditions, the right to equal pay for equal work, to legal
justice, the right to form trade unions, the right to rest and
leisure time including periodic holidays with pay, the right
to a healthy standard of living, the right to education, and
the free choice in regards to the type of education.

This implies, among other aspects, respectful interaction
with people of different nationalities with different backgrounds helping us to regard differences in race, religion,
or age as opportunities for growth. As a result, employees
in diverse teams can develop both professionally and
personally, while the company benefits from increased
knowledge. This benefit, not least of all, can reveal itself as
an opportunity for increased revenue, as employees, who
feel accepted in an open-minded environment, work more
creatively and with increased motivation. The focus of this
development of reciprocal understanding is across gender,
age, nationality, sexual orientation, and disability.
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More than 1,300
from 54 nations.

employees

As a result of increasing internationalization, almost 34
percent of AirPlus employees are non-German citizens.
The ever-expanding number of more than 1,333 employees
from 54 nations underscores our commitment to internationality. This development will continue as more
international markets open up. Female employees play
an important role at AirPlus with more than one third of
employees across all management and expert levels
being female.

AirPlus is still a young company, which explains the average
age, which is currently 44.

20 — 24		

44

This is an overview of the number of female
employees in management:

25 — 29		

131

30 — 34		

230

35 — 39		

224

40 — 44		

196

44 — 49		

231

50 — 54		

159

55 — 59		

66

> 60			

28

Management level		Women

Total

Division management		

2

15

Department management		

17

49

Team management		

41

110

Here is an overview of the age structure at AirPlus:
Age			

Number of employees

18/19		10

Based on an aging trend in industrial nations, the number
of older employees will grow in the future. AirPlus considers
this a positive factor and an opportunity to continue to
build on the company’s level of experience and competence.
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Cooperative employment policy

Workers’ representation
The employee organization at AirPlus assumes the important
task of promoting and undertaking constructive dialogue
between management and all employees as the representative of the employees’ collective interests. At AirPlus this
committee is comprised of 13 members, three of whom are
employed solely as employee advocates. The employee
organization is also represented on the AirPlus Board of
Directors.

Particularly at companies providing services, employees
play an extremely important role and are therefore an
increasingly critical success factor for operations in this
sector. Maximum transparency and diverse participation
options create an important basis for motivating
employees.

Representation for people with disabilities
Two employees represent company employees with disabilities, looking after their needs and concerns. This representation has been in place since 2003, and supports disabled
employees in cooperation with the corresponding governmental authorities, such as the Hesse State Office for the
Support of Social Policy.

Openness, trust, respect
and fairness are important
values at AirPlus.
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Performance-related compensation
Employees’ participation in the success of the company
is evaluated and recognition shown for the employee’s
individual contribution in the form of a performancerelated bonus, which rewards both personal contribution
in achieving goals as well as the economic success of
AirPlus overall and at a division level.

management news over the intranet. On a more informal
level, employees are encouraged to join the yearly summer
and Christmas parties which provide a fun and relaxed
way for employees to interact with one another within a
dynamically growing company.

Employee benefits

Employee satisfaction survey
AirPlus conducts an Employee Satisfaction Survey periodically. The survey reveals clear, comparable results at
a company-wide level, as well as detailed information at
the level of the business units. This means that concrete
action can be taken that will have a direct effect on the
work environment.

In terms of increasing identification with the employer,
certain benefits are important to encourage employee
loyalty. For example, AirPlus employees can request an
AirPlus Corporate Card, which includes many great
features. The company complements its offer of addedvalue services for employees with excellent discounts at
our own internal canteen and reduced corporate rates at
a gasoline station in Frankfurt. Other attractive perks for
AirPlus employees include the benefits that Lufthansa
provides within the corporate group. These include the
option of purchasing discounted airfares for Lufthansa
Group employees and their close relatives, but also
reduced prices on private insurance provided by the
Albatros Corporation.

Employee innovation
Innovation is a key component of sustainable and successful corporate development. Therefore, AirPlus has created
a system for its employees that allows the contribution and
development of innovative ideas through various communication channels. Furthermore, a Innovation Committee
jointly promotes innovation on a company-wide level.
The catalysts for innovation are numerous workshops that
involve partners, suppliers, customers, and of course
employees. Based on a corporate culture that encourages
creativity, all sectors of the company, especially product,
service, and process developments, benefit from the
active engagement of the AirPlus team as a whole. The
Corporate Innovation Manager takes a central role in
the coordination and development of these processes.

Job ticket
To protect resources and reduce traffic volume, AirPlus
offers its employees job tickets for the Rhein-Main public
transportation system at a reduced price. In addition to
commuting to work, the ticket can also be used during
free time and is thus an important contribution to reducing
traffic volume in the Frankfurt area and the Rhein-Main
region. More than 390 employees in Germany take
advantage of this offer.

Employee communication
Personal ownership, respect, reliability and excellence
are important values at AirPlus. In line with these values,
direct, transparent communication with employees is an
important component of the company’s dealings. A series
of platforms are used to achieve this, including quarterly
management updates, during which one of the company’s
CEOs and one of the Executive Board members provide
employees with a comprehensive overview of AirPlus’
success and current topics. This format is designed to
create dialogue between employees and management.
The communication tool is expanded with current

Internal retirement provision
As a financial services provider, AirPlus is affiliated with
corporate pension funds from private banks, which includes
the mutual banking association, known as the ‘BVV’. As a
result AirPlus is able to provide internal retirement provision
services to its employees. The BVV is a significant, lucrative
component of retirement planning for employees in Germany.
Two-thirds of the contribution to this retirement system are
covered by AirPlus.
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Healthy workplace

Workplace safety
Workplace ergonomics — AirPlus also keeps health in
mind when equipping work areas. The workstations at
the company have flat-screen monitors that reduce eye
strain. AirPlus also provides a €100 subsidy for the
purchase of special monitor glasses. In order to reduce
office-related ergonomic problems as much as possible
and promote correct posture, the company places great
value on compliance with ergonomic standards when
buying office furniture. Employees may also request a
special standing desk and an ergonomic mouse.

Health protection
AirPlus places great value on the health and well-being
of its employees. Therefore, the company has designed a
comprehensive internal health management system that
has the goal not just of providing short-term recovery of
manpower, but also maintaining the longterm health of
employees. In the event of health problems, AirPlus
employees benefit from the expertise of the Lufthansa
Group professionals in matters of occupational health,
flight medicine, and tropical medicine. These physicians
are also available to employees for travel advice and
vaccinations.

First Aid — When it comes to workplace safety, AirPlus
is way ahead of the pack. Well over 5 percent of the
company’s employees are trained in first aid. In each
AirPlus building there is a sufficient number of people
trained in first aid who are ready to help in case of an
emergency. In cooperation with Lufthansa parents, AirPlus
also offers first aid courses to its employees with children.

These medical services also include active health protection
in the form of preventive health care. Among other services,
the annual flu vaccine makes a significant contribution to
illness prevention.

Fitness at work — AirPlus provides a wide range of
services and sports facilities in order to encourage
employees’ fitness. This includes a gym, fully outfitted
with fitness equipment. There are also lots of company
sports to choose from, including soccer, volleyball,
strength training, golf, bowling, step aerobics, bootcamp,
Zumba, and yoga. All AirPlus employees may also take
advantage of the fitness programs at Lufthansa.

Health days — AirPlus offers regular health days, which
are very well received by the employees. The focus areas
vary, but in general it is a mixture of information, workshops,
consulting, etc which AirPlus works on together with
Lufthansa Group Health management as well as external
partners.

Our fitness program contributes to team spirit at AirPlus:
for years, employees have organized running groups and
take part in the JPMorgan Chase Corporate Challenge in
Frankfurt, as well as other races such as the Lufthansa
half-marathon.
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The Environment. Conserving resources
and fighting global warming with innovative
products and clear company standards.
AirPlus Green Reports
In 2011 we launched a product which consists of clear
Excel-based emission evaluations, providing our clients
with the optimal data base from which to create their
emission balance sheets. The supplementary ‘management
summary’ offered by AirPlus Green Reports provides a
quick overview of the most important figures for CSR
and travel managers. The emissions are calculated
automatically for every flight paid through the AirPlus
Company Account.

AirPlus continues to strengthen its commitment to
environmental responsibility. This has already been put
in place with the environmental management system
(EMS) certification.

Our sustainable products
Conscious, active environmental protection is becoming
an increasingly important aspect of corporate strategy for
many AirPlus clients — especially international and global
companies. Clients are prepared to assume responsibility
for their environmental impact with business travel
receiving a lot more attention.

AirPlus Green Company Account
In 2012 we developed an entirely climate-neutral product
based on the AirPlus Company Account. We identified all
avoidable as well as unavoidable CO 2 emissions related
to the AirPlus Company Account. Setting a benchmark
for environmental protection, this innovative paperless
settlement solution is the first entirely CO2 neutral product
offered by the financial services industry. The AirPlus
Green Company Account has been certified by the climate
protection organization myclimate. Unavoidable CO2
emissions generated through the use of the AirPlus Green
Company Account will be compensated for by AirPlus
through a climate protection project.

AirPlus Green Solutions
Our green products ‘AirPlus Green Reports’ and ‘AirPlus
Green Company Account’ are a green initiatives by AirPlus
to promote environmentally responsible business travel
management.
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In cooperation with the non-profit organization myclimate,
AirPlus supports sustainable reforestation in Nicaragua.
Environmental protection
At ITB 2015, the international tourism fair in Berlin, the
AirPlus Green Company Account received a myclimate
Award honoring AirPlus’ pioneering role in the field of
innovative and sustainable financial products for the
travel industry.

What steps are you taking with regard to:
Packaging
Waste management
Recycling

Environmentally-oriented
supplier management

Energy conservation
Do you have plans or activities in place to reduce
		 your negative impact on climate change?

AirPlus promotes environmental responsibility on the
part of its suppliers through targeted environmental
behavior standards even as early as the request for
proposals (RFP).

Does your company track its CO2 emissions?
Does your company have goals for reducing
		 its CO2 output?
Do you ask your suppliers about their
		 actions in regard to this?

To manage environmental awareness on the part of
suppliers, the RFPs and supplier evaluations include
the following elements:
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Energy and resource management

Reduced consumption at the main building
Copiers are on timers and shut down automatically at
night. On average this saves enough energy to make
1,500 copies per day. The building’s lighting also creates
energy efficiency by using sensors to ensure that the
lights are only on when required.

Overview of consumption reduction to protect the
environment and reduce global warming

Environment

2014

2015

2016

Energy consumption

4,124,586

3,902,887

3,902,887

Office supplies
(IT hardware, office materials, waste, etc.)
Only paper towels and toilet paper made from 100
percent chlorine-free, recycled paper and checked
for environmentally hazardous materials are used
at AirPlus.

(Neu-Isenburg) in kWh		
Energy consumption

411.14

376.44

319.98

(total as per R & D)

kWh

kWh

kWh

Paper, in sheets

2,302,500

2,600,000

1,890,000

Disposable materials like toner and ink cartridges
are collected and returned to suppliers so that they
can be recycled.

(80 g / square meter)
Paper, in kiolgrams

11,973

12,810

9,450

Rented spaces

27,745

24,745

24,745

When purchasing paper, only chlorine-free paper is
ordered that meets environmental standards EN
12281, DIN/ISO 9706, 14001 and 9001 (9002).

in square meters
(offices, production,
warehouse)			
		

Broken IT hardware that cannot be repaired is
collected for disposal and recycling.
To avoid unnecessary paper use as much as possible,
AirPlus has created a fully electronic workflow for the
application, approval and ordering process, including
electronic order placement.

Electricity consumed/purchased in the
office buildings (headquarters and
sales branches)
As of 1st January 2009, all electricity for the
Neu-Isenburg offices is generated by
hydro-electric facilities.

Waste management
Garbage in the entire building is sorted into glass, paper,
and packaging for recycling. In the office area, waste paper
is collected separately from the rest of the office waste
and used light bulbs are also recycled. In the in-house
canteen an automatic dispensing system is in place for all
detergents as well as for the dishwasher. This assures that
detergent is used efficiently and that water is not wasted.
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Furthermore, the waste water runs through an in-house
grease separator before it reaches the sewer. Food scraps
are collected and converted into animal feed by a waste
disposal operation. Waste fats, such as oil used for frying,
are collected separately and used by waste management.
Subject to market availability and price, organic ingredients
are purchased for the canteen’s kitchen. Meat and meat
products are supplied by local producers. All fish is approved
by the MSC and the tuna used is dolphin friendly.

Compensated CO2 emissions in tons
2014		

1,891

2015		

1,762

2016		

A water dispenser is available in every kitchen on each
floor, saving the employees from purchasing and bringing
bottled water to work. ‘Take away mugs’ are offered in our
cafeteria to reduce the number of paper cups used. As
another social initiative both the canteen and cafeteria sell
‘LemonAid’ & ‘ChariTea’, organic vegan alternatives to
softdrink, with a 5 cent donation from every bottle sold
supporting the charitable organization ‘Lemonaid and
ChariTea E.V.’

2,362

Motor pool management
AirPlus provides company cars for employees who
work in the field and for management. Only vehicles
that meet current technology standards are used
and all have a maximum 48 month lease agreement.
Fleet, along with its fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions:

AirPlus travel management
Environmentally conscious optimization of our
own business travel

Environment

2014

2015

2016

Number of vehicles

115

107

107

Fuel consumption

6.1

7.7

7.4

in liters per 100 km			

To reduce business trips, video-conferencing systems
are available to employees in all regional offices as
well as at the head office in Germany.

CO2 emissions per km
(in grams)

AirPlus has been compensating for its CO2 emissions
since 2007 in accordance with the CER gold standard
(for emissions already generated and future emissions).
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130

122

119
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Green IT

CSR relevant certificates
and memberships of AirPlus
and its shareholders

The key focuses for ‘Green IT’ at AirPlus are reduction
of electricity consumption and disposal of obsolete
equipment. Several individual servers share routing,
network memory technology, and electricity.
This type of infrastructure takes up much less space than
individual systems. All employees have access to virtual
PCs, which can be accessed by multiple users across time
zones, and make it possible to use energy-saving notebooks
or terminal PCs. Employee laptops are replaced every
3 – 4 years with the latest models to ensure employees
continue to have the most energy saving devices. All hard
drives and notebooks use the ssd hard-drive technology
ensuring the most modern cooling systems and low
electricity usage.

Lufthansa:
Certifications (based on subsidiaries such as
LH Technik, LH CityLine, etc.):
ISO 14001
EMAS II
Membership in:
UN Global Compact

Once the life-cycle of a notebook is completed, the old
machines are sold on to a company that either recycle or
dispose of them in an environmentally friendly manner.
With the money made, ergonomic mouse devices are
purchased for employees requiring them. Office monitors
are energy saving with a sleep modus that is activated
overnight. Our multi-functional printers reduce paperusage and go into energy saving mode when not in use.
Screen projectors also switch off automatically when not
in use for a specific period, ensuring lower energy use
and a longer lifespan for the required batteries.
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Social Commitment.
Supporting charities and humanitarian
projects through personal participation
and sponsorship.

AirPlus undertakes many forms of social commitment both
within the community and via various fundraisers across
its offices. For example, our head office supports the charity,
‘wünschdirwas’, an organisation which helps fulfil the dreams
of terminally ill children. In addition, various collections were
organised in 2016 to support refugees who had just arrived
from their home countries and and were being housed
locally. Two practicum positions for refugees were also
created at AirPlus by working together with the representatives of the city of Neu Isenburg to make this happen.

areas. They also had the opportunity to interact with the
providers and directly see the benefits to people who
utilize the NVTRP services.
Hardware and soft skills
AirPlus Italy focused on two important initiatives: “Volunteer
for a Day”, to give all employees the opportunity to spend a
workday supporting an NGO or association of their choice,
and “Hardware Second Life”, where used laptops are
donated to NGOs, schools, and associations for educational
purposes. In addition to these two worthy causes, AirPlus
Italy organized a social team building event with “Stop
Hunger Now”, by packing and sending over 10,000 high
nutritional dry meals to primary school children in Zimbabwe.
In addition they made a Christmas donation to the G.V.C.
NGO to support activities for Syrian refugees in Lebanon.

Therapeutic social work
Our US office participated in a CSR initiative to give back
something to their local community by travelling to the
Little Full Cry Farm in Clifton, VA to help out with the
‘Northern Virginia Therapeutic Riding Program’ (NVTRP).
NVTRP provides equine-assisted activities for children and
adults with disabilities, youth-at-risk, recovering military
service personnel, and their families, in an inclusive,
community setting. The AirPlus team spent the day getting
actively involved in various maintenance projects at the
farm. This included painting fences and mowing riding

Social engagement at Gardens by the Bay
Our Singapore colleagues took a day off work to spend
quality time with elderly residents from Bright Hill Evergreen
Home at ‘Gardens by the Bay’. Each colleague was paired
with a resident from the home according to the preferred
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Locally making a difference socially
The AirPlus UK office devoted their time and energy to
raising funds for five different charities which included
a sponsored bike ride covering 70km for the Willow
Foundation, participation in a ‘Race night’ for Epilepsy
Research and various office fundraisers to support
MacMillan Cancer Support, Save the children, and the
Movember Foundation.
A group of UK colleagues also visited a local high school
and took part in ‘mock’ interviews with 15 and 16 year
old pupils to help them gain skills necessary for when
they leave school. They also spent a day at a local primary
school tidying up the grounds, building a vegetable
garden, and painting a mural on the playground wall.

language spoken. Each pair was given an activity booklet
that contained fun facts about the unique plants found in
the two conservatories and Polaroid photos of themselves
at each conservatory dome as a memento of their time at
Gardens by the Bay. As there were only two nurses present
that day, our colleagues also took the initiative of assisting
the residents during lunch. After their meal some residents
started singing and playing the maracas so all in all it was
a joy-filled day, with some tearful farewells at the end
despite the short time together.

All activities undertaken by our various offices are
strongly supported and encouraged by higher management as we believe by getting actively involved with
our local communities gives not just something back
to those in need but to the individuals themselves
involved in the initiative.
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Looking Forward.
Continuing to set an example
for Social Responsibility.
The AirPlus balance sheet shows positive results not just
in terms of economic indicators. Commitment in the areas
of corporate and ecological responsibility withstands
critical review. But this doesn’t mean that there isn’t a
continued need for further efforts and initiatives in order
to make progress, in fact quite the opposite, standing still
in this case would be the same as moving backwards.

As a distinct leader within the field of business travel
management, AirPlus has a duty to continuously scrutinize
its actions with regard to the environment and society,
whilst moving forward. Management, employees, cooperation
partners and clients are all in the same boat. Each is asked
to play their part. Since everyone works together as a
team, tremendous progress has already been made in
terms of environmental responsibility, and we will continue
moving forward together.

Even if critical goals have been met in terms of commitment
to humanity and the environment, there is still so much to
do. Not least of all, rapid changes in society, and therefore
in the professional and private lives of people, present a
constant challenge. At the same time, it is important to
consistently take action against global warming and other
burdens on our environment. These are major issues that
companies must confront if they want to remain relevant
beyond their core businesses and help create the world’s
future.

AirPlus management and employees are both in agreement.
Only when the envrionment, which includes both man and
nature, achieves a healthy balance can the economic system
function sustainably. In this sense, AirPlus will continue to
push forward with social and environmental commitment,
making it a paragon, and not just an engine for change.

That means occasionally taking a deep breath: sustainability
demands long-term, calculated commitment, in which the
journey can be the goal.
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Being a leader in expertise, AirPlus
has a duty to continuously scrutinize its
actions with regard to the environment
and society whilst moving forward.
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